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Make your own charming purse, tote, clutch, satchel or eco tote with this fashionable bag
making book.Handmade Bags in Natural Fabrics offers patterns for twenty-five basic bag styles
along with sixty variations and the know-how to customize each bag to suit any style—from
sweet-and innocent to minimalist to counter-culture. There is no better project for the eco-
conscious crafter than a simple cloth bag. In addition to bag sewing patterns, basic sewing
lessons teach the fundamentals of bag sewing:Hand-stitching, including French knot stitch and
daisy stitchLining and drawstring casingCorners, edges and strapsSimple flourishes such as
embroidery, applique and moreEmiko Takahashi, a fashion and textile designer, provides easy
instructions and bag sewing diagrams, as well as a sheet of full-sized pattern pieces for each
handmade bag project—plus easy lessons on the basics of hand-stitching drawstring casings,
corners, edges, straps, and simple flourishes. Cotton and linen bags are always useful, and they
lend a carefree, laid-back touch to any warm-weather outfit. Each bag can be machine-sewn, but
they are designed to be made in natural fabrics that are lightweight enough to be easily sewn by
hand. With Takahashi's expert guidance, beginning sewers with little or no previous experience
can learn to make these understated and elegant handbags.25 Sewing patterns to make 60
different projects including:Envelope PouchesBucket BagsPicnic TotesSacks and
CarryallsClassic Drawstrings

"Handmade Bags In Natural Fabrics is a great source for unusual, yet simple handmade bag
patterns. … This book is a great addition to your craft book collection and has many beautiful gift
ideas. If you are wanting to make something unique—you will find it here!" —Suzy's Artsy Craftsy
Sitcom blog"This book was fun! When I first received it, I spent my time looking over all the
colorful pictures and step-by-step instructions. I then marked a couple of the bags that I liked the
most. After I narrowed my list down to about 6, I studied the projects and picked what I thought
would be the easiest to complete. I was able to complete my projects in a short time and move
on to others. It also gave me ideas to make creations of my own. Since I am trying to be more
"green" I was thrilled that the author uses eco-friendly material. All in all I was very pleased and
glad to have it as part of my craft book collection." —Crafters Corner blog"Handmade Bags in
Natural Fabrics has 60 (!!) ideas and patterns and also comes with a couple of extremely
detailed and picture heavy "lessons". When I saw the eco bag on the cover, I knew that I had to
make one right away. Well, I ended up making two because it's such a quick sew […]" —Sanae
Ishida blog"There is no better project for the eco-conscious crafter than a simple cloth bag.
Handmade Bags in Natural Fabrics offers patterns for twenty-five basic bag styles along with
sixty variations and the know-how to customize each bag to suit any style—from sweet-and
innocent to minimalist to counter-culture." —Sew Mama Sew blog"Without a doubt, this is my



favorite book I've reviewed for Tuttle Publishing so far. There isn't a single bag shown that I
wouldn't consider making, and I'm completely in love with the idea of sewing it with nothing but a
needle and thread. Maybe some pretty bag fabric will find its way into my Christmas stocking!" —
Crafty Staci blog"Who knew one could cram that many yummy words in one single book title?
Look: handmade, bags, natural, fabrics — isn't it all a girl would dream of? […] The bottom line
is: this book didn't disappoint, au contraire." —LaCreature and You blog"Christmas is around the
corner, and if you are thinking of making some handmade gifts, this book will help you make
some one-of-a-kind Christmas presents! You can even buy this book as a Christmas present for
someone crafty! […] This book includes easy patterns and instructions for hand-sewing, so it will
be great for beginners or those who do not have a sewing machine. Naturally you can speed
things up a little and make these bags using a sewing machine as well, then add on your hand-
stitched details for a personalized touch." —Japanese Sewing Books blog"My mind is swimming
with Christmas present ideas and for those of you who like to stress yourselves out at this time of
the year - like I do- and make quite a few presents (including teacher presents) then I think you
will definitely find something in here that would make the perfect present … or just something
lovely for yourself. I wish I'd had this book before I made most of this year's presents!!" —Top
Notch blogAbout the AuthorEmiko Takahashi is a graduate of the Bunka School of Fashion. Her
fabric collection Emiko Takahashi Fabric Harmony is popular in Japan for its soft colors and
elegant prints.
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Mish, “Good book if you know what you're getting into.. I have many Japanese craft books and to
have one be translated to English is a treat! No need to use the Google Translate App on this
one. I've made 2 of the bags so far (pictured) and have received many compliments. The
instructions are very sparse, but easy to follow for someone who is at least somewhat familiar
with sewing. I wouldn't recommend it if you're completely new to sewing.There are some things
one should know about Japanese pattern books in general before deciding to purchase them:1.
The patterns are printed out overlapping each other. This means that you cannot cut the pattern
out from the print they provide you because multiple patterns might be overlaid on top of each
other.  You must trace it out on paper.  Use your choice of paper.  This is what I use: 
  
Bienfang 50-Yard by 36-Inch wide Sketching and Tracing Paper Roll

  
  
2. The patterns do not include seam allowance. The book will show you a diagram telling you
how much seam allowance to add. So don't forget to add it after tracing out your pattern!The
book claims that there are "60 Easy-to-Make" items. It's technically not wrong, but very
misleading. Many of the designs have different variations. For example, 14 of the "designs" is
actually the same bag with different decorations (beading, embroidery, applique, etc). It's really
more like 25 different bag designs, but still a nice book to have.*Pictured are 2 bags. One of
them folds into it's own pocket.”

anya smith, “Pattern included but double sided :(. I love the idea of this book. But I most likely
wont work with it for some time. The patterns included are wonderful but printed on both sides of
the paper so transferring the patterns are necessary. But the pattern paper is very thick so that
wont be easy if you're a beginner. I've been seeing by actual hand for years and I'm probably
intermediate yet this turns me off the book.”

Linda Ann, “Great, as expected. Great, as expected”

Janice's Ebook Library, “My favorite bag book. I bought three of these bag books and this one
was my favorite. It has goodsewing references for hand stitching and materials.”



LV Tutu, “Beautiful book. Many lovely and versatile designs. I’ll be using this book for many
years.”

Sandy, “Wonderfully written with nice examples. Wonderfully written with nice examples, clear
instructions and the results are terrific.  I have now made 5 beautiful bags!  Thank you!”

Micheal, “Five Stars. Good book. Geared toward hand sewing, but you can do on machine.
Instructions clear. Patterns included.”

Jackie Paddock, “Great diy bags.. Good selection of bags, with ideas to fancying them up. Very
useful for those looking to go the sustainable route.”

Ann, “good instructions. Great book with some nice bags .I made the bag on the cover ,
instructions are clear and easy to follow.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Well worth buying. Interesting and original ideas.. Well worth buying.
Interesting and original ideas.”

Cliente, “libro molto carino. Il libro è molto bello da sfogliare e i progetti sono semplici e originali,
molto interessanti. Per fare una prova ho realizzato una borsa, discostandomi dalle istruzioni,
per semplificarla ulteriormente. Si tratta di una borsa a base rotonda, con applicati 16 passanti
lungo la circonferenza, per il passaggio della corda che, oltre a chiuderla e a darle forma, serve
anche da manici. Mi rendo conto che il modello finito proposto dal libro è molto più rifinito, ma
anche realizzata con un tessuto spesso e con l'utilizzo di passanti ottenuti da fettuccia pronta,
tagliata in 16 pezzi, e applicati con occhielli/borchie, l'effetto è molto carino... e la realizzazione
superveloce. Per non dover rifinire la borsa ho usato un tessuto che non sfilaccia e forbici a zig-
zag. Una borsa senza cuciture!Anche gli altri progetti sembrano fattibili e soprattutto fanno
venire in mente altre semplici possibilità alternative. Il prezzo di poco più di 8€ è davvero super”

LFV, “Projetos lindos.. O livro apresenta projetos lindos com a proposta de execução sem
máquina de costura. Porém a diagramação é enxuta e algumas etapas do trabalho não ficam
muito bem explicados.”

The book by Mark Beyer has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 147 people have provided feedback.
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